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We created this guide with community members
like you in mind. The charrette guide will lead
you through the process and give you the tools
you need to participate and stay informed. We
welcome you to the discussion and look forward to
working with you to envision new design solutions.
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EXECUTIVE BRIEF
AARP California is launching a statewide initiative to advocate for livable communities designed with
all residents in mind, from young children to older adults who want to remain in their community as
they age. The initiative focuses on planning communities for:
•

safety and security;

•

housing that is appropriate and affordable; and for

•

the transportation options, needed services, and desirable features necessary to accommodate
the growth and changes California’s communities are undergoing.

In pursuit of these goals, AARP leads efforts to advance livable communities policies in California
that welcome the future with the land use and transportation options the 21st century demands.
The AARP Livable Communities Charrette: Reimagining Urban Villages & Main Streets in San Jose is
intended to demonstrate the potential for charrette planning processes to advance the City of San
Jose’s development goals, mobilize AARP’s national thought leadership on the ground in a local
setting, and to promote the livable communities agenda in California.

CRITICAL CONCERNS FOR THIS CHARRETTE
LIVABLE COMMUNITIES AND URBAN
VILLAGES

L I VA B L E C O M M U N I T I E S A N D
COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS

AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND LIVABILITY

BROADEN THE PICTURE

AARP surveys of California membership and

When a community struggles to make progress

squares, and a complete mix of live, work,

California’s leadership consistently elevate

on a critical issue, opportunities for common

and play opportunities within the community

affordable housing as a highest-priority challenge

ground and new opportunity can often be

help ensure that affordable housing will be an

to a livable future. Residents are express housing

found by enlarging the picture. A 2015 study

integrated and functional asset to all residents.

concern for reasons beyond shelter: Affordable

on affordable housing done by AARP in

A commitment to livable communities principles

housing is at the nexus of many other livability

collaboration with University of California,

presents affordable housing in a functioning

concerns. A 2007 study entitled “The Positive

Davis found that Californians broadly support

context where it benefits everyone, not just low

Impacts of Affordable Housing on Health”

affordable housing development in principle,

income individuals, and helps to alleviate some

by The Center for Housing Policy finds that

but oppose it when it is specifically proposed

of the community resistance often encountered

affordable housing increases a household’s

in their own neighborhoods. The opposition

by affordable housing providers. While livable

stability, sense of safety, economic security,

is not to the housing itself, but to the context

communities depend on integrated affordable

and positively affect a wide range of health

that they fear will accompany a development

housing, affordable housing may also depend on

•

outcomes, particularly for those who are elderly

with affordable housing. They express concern

integration into a livable community framework

activities that are attractive to an innovative

or live with chronic illnesses and/or disabilities

that affordable housing will bring with it some

to overcome community concerns about the

workforce;

(Lubell, 2007).

of the negative community impacts often

potential ills that can arise when poverty is

•

While housing coalitions abound in response to

associated with the neglected poverty that

concentrated, isolated, and neglected.

that have access to existing infrastructure;

opportunity to address the scarcity of affordable

•

housing and do so in corridors that already

the affordable housing crisis, many are finding
too little leverage or ability to move forward
with solutions. Many cities in the San Francisco
Bay Area, including those in the Silicon Valley,

was concentrated in public housing in the
second half of the last century. The AARP/ UC
Davis study recommends reframing affordable
housing for the 21st century to help alleviate

express support for the development of livable

these concerns.

communities, with age-friendly housing and

Livable communities have something for

transportation at their core. Few cities, however,

everyone, affordable housing of course, but

have been able to make significant progress

also the broader context of a healthy, thriving

in the construction of livable communities,

community. Transportation options, vibrant

particularly in the area of affordable housing.

sidewalks, well designed parks, trails, and
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Among Bay Area cities, the City of San Jose

expressed strong support for moving forward

In 2015, AARP California’s leadership team

has demonstrated a particularly keen interest

with plans and have in place a new multi-million

learned of a potential opportunity for affordable

in the principles that are core to the Livable

dollar, multi-modal transit station that connects

housing in a meeting with Assemblymember

Communities Initiative, expressed in detail

regional commuters to bike paths, ride share

Anna Caballero, then Secretary of the California

in their vision for urban villages. San Jose’s

services, and local bus routes. AARP has seized

Business, Consumer Services and Housing

General Plan calls for the building of 70 urban

on the opportunity to plan affordable housing

Agency. From the vantage point of an agency that

villages, a land use strategy that mirrors livable

as an integral part of a livable community

straddles both economic and housing concerns,

community principles in fostering:

framework in partnership with the City of San

Secretary Caballero noted that the retail sectors

Jose and the Valley Transportation Authority

are increasingly utilizing on-line purchasing

at sites around the new Berryessa/BART transit

platforms and abandoning the commercial

station.

corridors that crisscross the state. Secretary

•

engagement of village area residents

in the urban village planning process;
mixed residential and employment

revitalization of underutilized properties
densities that support transit use,

Caballero raised an interesting proposition:
does the abandonment of commercial corridors,
particularly those with lots ill-suited for other
commercial or industrial uses, provide an

bicycling, and walking;

focus on transportation and services?

•

AARP took up Secretary Caballero’s challenge

high-quality urban design and open

space.

and set about identifying commercial corridors

Urban Villages as envisioned by the City of

that might provide some opportunity for

San Jose nearly a decade ago are perfect
representations of the goals of the current Livable
Communities Initiative. Of the designated urban
village areas, Berryessa/BART stakeholders have

addressing the affordable housing crisis and
for promoting more livable communities. The
North 13th Street Business District was soon
identified as an ideal candidate. For one,
it already has the infrastructure of a livable
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GENERAL LIVABLE COMMUNITIES VALUES

THE LIVABLE COMMUNITIES
CHARRETTE MODEL
community, with a walkable commercial corridor

The charrette process provides an opportunity to

This activity is consistent with AARP’s support

and surrounding pre-World War II era tight

convene stakeholders from multiple disciplines

of revitalization strategies that are dedicated to

residential street grid directly connected to

and develop innovative solutions to affordable

AARP’s livable communities principles. Among

the corridor. Another attractive characteristic

and accessible housing. A charrette is a great

the seventy San Jose neighborhoods designated

of this district is the surviving tradition of

means of integrating these concerns into the

as urban villages, six are eager to get started in

family run shops, businesses, and restaurants

planning of a specific development. The Livable

the work of creating a community that supports

interspersed seamlessly with small multifamily

Communities Charrette provides a forum

diverse housing options that are affordable

housing, the “missing middle” housing that

focused on bridging the sizable gap between

for a variety of household income levels. The

traditionally provided integrated affordable

the overwhelming support in California for

plans that have been developed in the Livable

housing in most of the nation’s neighborhoods.

affordable housing and the overwhelming

Communities Charrette for Berryessa/BART and

Seeing the opportunity to advance livable

resistance to specific affordable housing

North 13th Street address conditions that are

community objectives, AARP conducted a

proposals in our own neighborhoods, especially

common in San Jose and propose solutions

charrette process to develop affordable housing

large scale housing projects. It is not the

that can be implemented broadly in the City,

design concepts in partnership with both

concept of affordable housing that provokes

Region, and State. They are local and specific,

community members and the City of San Jose

resistance. Instead, it is the connotation that

but prototypical and replicable.

at sites along the North 13th Street corridor.

affordable housing has with the images of public

The design ideas that were generated serve

housing projects of the past, that of isolated

as a model for the development of a livable

and neglected structures which concentrated

community framework, with affordable housing

and abandoned low income communities.

as a key integral component of that framework.

The charrette provides the opportunity to
translate the abstract support for affordable
housing into specific support for affordable
housing integrated into a livable communities
framework. This framewor helps to ensure the
viability and success of the development and
the surrounding neighborhood.
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THE VALUE OF CLOSE PROXIMITY &
DEVELOPMENT INTENSITY

Density and development intensity create
closeness of the type needed to make
a successful community around the new
Berryessa/BART station and to revitalize the
N. 13th Street business district. Closeness
in both place and sense of community is a
function of a compactly built environment
and the collective sense of identity that
sociable urbanism fosters. Livability thrives
on the closeness engendered by a public
realm that is made intimate and welcoming
through definition and activation by private
building fronts.
A welcoming sense of place fosters the
bonds of community and creates livability for
people of all ages and abilities. A lively and
intimate urban environment provides a forum
for shared experiences and encourages
feelings of connectedness, responsibility
and belonging. Informal interactions are
occasioned by proximity. A close urban
place is watched in a way that makes it feel
safe for walking, a critical factor for health
and wellness.
The combination of a geographic focus on
the BART station center and the defined limits
imposed by creeks and arterials help create a

strong sense of defined neighborhood in the
Berryessa/BART Urban Village. A proposed
market square, grown out of the existing Flea
Market culture provides a public gathering
space for the community with shops, transit
stations, and workplaces nearby.
Infill along N. 13th Street is proposed
in the form of micro-villages within the
existing lots. These are designed as mixeduse developments that include small scale
retail, apartments, and other missing middle
building types that increase development
intensity while integrating well with the
surrounding neighborhoods.
The scale of the proposed development
around the BART station and along N. 13th
Street is ideal. The relationship between its
center and edge are an optimum walking
range - a quarter-mile from center to edge.
The opportunities for extensive reach
through transit and trails and the close
proximities of a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented
community create a rare opportunity for San
Jose to anchor a claim to the most livable
community in Silicon Valley.

THE VALUE OF NEIGHBORHOOD
RETAIL AND SERVICES

Closeness supports density without creating
congestion in the surrounding streets if it is
paired with completeness. Completeness is
the degree to which live, work, shopping,
and recreation needs are all met in walking
distance within a community. A close and
complete community mitigates congestion
through “internal trip capture”, the term
traffic engineers use as a measure of the
site’s ability to reduce automobile trips by
providing for daily needs on site.
With the proliferation of Amazon and other
on-line shopping venues, the entire world
is struggling with declining demand for
physical store locations. Even so, having
basic services within walking distance is a
great convenience for all residents; but it
is particularly important for the those who
are young, old, or have physical limitations.
A walk to the neighborhood store or coffee
house provides exercise, opportunity for
social interaction, helps decrease a sense
of isolation, and allows for staying in a
community when driving is not feasible.
The Berryessa/BART station provides a
rare opportunity for daily needs retail to
thrive. Thousands of commuters will transfer
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THE VALUE OF COMMUNITY SPACE
through the station each day, usually
going to or coming home from work when
convenience retail is most in demand. This
pool of transferring commuters makes daily
needs retail feasible at the center of the
new development, right around the transit
station.
Along N. 13th Street, retail is primarily
sustainable because of a 7AM to 7PM stream
of customers headed in and out of the City
and working at industrial and construction
sites near by.
Housing development in both communities,
targeted to older adults would also help retail
thrive. There are nearly 200,000 residents in
San Jose over the age of 65. Older adults,
particularly those retired or working part
time, can play an important role in the daily
retail cycle, providing a customer base for
those otherwise slow midday hours when
working adults are at their jobs and children
are in school.

Rather than a single, centralized civic green
coupled with common amenity spaces within
each development, the Livable Communities
Plan for the Berryessa/BART station
proposes a wide variety of quality public and
semi-public spaces scattered throughout the
community. The collection of unique spaces
will foster a wider variety of opportunities
for social interactions as a result of better
passive supervision, accessibility, and
differentiation. These features are important
for all age groups, but especially those
younger or older.
Along N. 13th Street, the plan proposes
strategically concentrating retail between
Hedding and Taylor Streets, while drawing
on the significant collection of parks,
schools, a library, and community oriented
programing that already supports a loop
of intergenerational offerings centered on
Backesto Park.
Public
space
is
differentiated
in
acknowledgment of the differing needs of
various activities and age groups. Older

THE VALUE OF CONNECTIVITY
adults may avoid areas that are teenage
hang outs and perceived as unsafe,
unfriendly, or too rambunctious. Teenagers
may avoid areas where too many older
adults gather that are perceived as uncool.
Public space is not always neutral and open
to all. Designing spaces for social interaction
must anticipate and provide opportunities
for differentiation by offering a wide array
of smaller congregating areas distributed
across the community. Large central civic
greens are primarily ornamental and mainly
useful for large festival programing, not
differentiated daily uses.
The goal is to provide opportunities for
gathering, but gathering variously: to collect
but individualize. Differentiated public space
deters a single group’s ability to monopolize
outdoor activities, while encouraging a
collective sense of neighborhood identity.
Opportunities to differentiate within close
proximaty are critical to intergenerational
and inter cultural mixing.
The proposed plan exhibits a rich mix

of differentiated spaces.
It has broad
paths that lend themselves to strolling in
conversation, small greens that invite sitting
in contemplation, long and winding trails
for running and bicycling, safe playgrounds
for small children, fountains that serve as
meeting and people watching places, and
programmable areas located adjacent to
playgrounds. A variety of differentiated
spaces like these are much more effective
at creating a shared sense of place than a
singular, over-sized central green and are
more likely to be actively used on a daily
basis.

A common misconception is that residential
density is the cause of traffic congestion.
In fact, the lack of street connectivity is
usually the culprit. Street connectivity is
what maximizes access and minimizes traffic
congestion. Greater access can sustain
greater density that in turn can better sustain
needed
neighborhood
conveniences,
including transit.
With this in mind, it is incumbent upon
developers and public officials to find every
possible opportunity to create street and
path connections to and from the sites
around Berryessa/BART. Few options are
easy. Connectivity challenges engulf the
BART and Flea Market sites as shown to
the right, but with a regional transit station
right in the middle of these significant
development opportunities, it is especially
important to pursue and favor connectivity
goals where ever possible. With out more
connections, the station will be isolated and
new development will collect and concentrate
too much traffic on too few intersections
at Berryessa and Mabury Roads. For older

drivers in particular, intersections of local
streets and arterials can be quite frightening
and hazardous.
Along N. 13th Street, just the opposite
condition exists. A cohesive street grid
is in place and access is provided in every
direction. The only connectivity challanges
in the N. 13th Street neighborhood are the
unusually long blocks, which could use some
mid-block pedestrian/bike paths where
opportunities may emerge, and the poorly
placed bike lanes that mix bicyclist into the
highest volumn traffic and displace valuable
parking when some of the parallel, low
volumn streets would be better to favor for
bike traffic.
Each additional street and path connection
that is made across these barriers will
increase the street system’s ability to:
•

disperse traffic and modulate vehicle
speeds;

•

make the transit station more accessible
to the surrounding community;
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THE VALUE OF ACCESS
•

support a vibrant pedestrian realm;

•

support neighborhood retail
opportunities;

•

support easy movement between
neighborhoods; and

•

create a safe environment for people of
all ages.

Connectivity is an important urban
characteristic for all ages, but older adults
are more vulnerable than the general
population to its absence. Accessibility of
streets and sidewalks is improved by inclusive
interventions such as ramps, signal timing,
seating, and other helpful accommodations
for the disabled and the elderly. However
these elements are not substitutes for a well
connected street grid.
The connectivity of the Berryessa/BART
station to the surrounding community through
street and trail networks will be essential
to livability, to mitigating traffic loads, to
the economic viability of new commercial
and institutional development, and to the
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future of the surrounding communities. It is
essential that challenges to connectivity be
considered in earnest and over come to the
greatest degree feasible.

Universal Design is more critical than ever
as life expectancy increases and abilities
fluctuate across this longer lifespan. In
1900, life expectancy at birth was only 41.7
years. Through a series of public health
advancements, social policies and programs,
life expectancy now is 78 for a man and 81 for
a woman. It is commonplace for individuals
to experience disability and to continue living
active lives with impairments. These dramatic
changes have occurred over a relatively short
period of time and they challenge all parts of
the way we live together.
Livable Communities are places where
people can live throughout their lifetime.
Remaining in a community as needs,
desires and lifestyles change is a relatively
simple goal but difficult to achieve in many
neighborhoods. The dominant development
pattern of auto-dependent suburban sprawl
has made it almost impossible for individuals
and families to live in the same neighborhood
as they age or if/when their physical or
mental abilities change. The AARP Livable
Communities Charrette proposes urban

relationships that foster universal access at
the scale of the community. It will be critical
to build on these relationships during each
stage of implementation as design shifts
to architectural scales of design. Universal
Design should be at the forefront of each
iteration of study and implementation.

PART 1:
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Affordable housing is singled out in this report as a primary livability challange facing the City of San
Jose.
A September, 2017 Berkeley IGS Poll found that the lack of affordable housing has led 56% of California
voters to consider moving from their current residence, with 25% saying if they did decide to move,
most likely it would be out of state. The rise of median home prices to $466,000 statewide, and those
in the Bay Area topping $1.1 million undermines livability, and damages economic development
prosects. Businesses depend on workers of all income levels and all stages of life.
This is an economic development issue. Lack of affordable housing is reported to be the most significant
factor impacting the local economy for 42% of cities, according to Local Economic Conditions 2017,
a report issued by the National League of Cities. Robust affordable housing production makes a city
economically competative. An affordable housing stock helps ensure that all workers can find housing
near jobs, and should be a priority economic development strategy.

HOUSING AT THE STUDY SITES
PRIORITIZE ATTRACTING WORKERS

POLICY ASSUMPTIONS

QUESTION THESE:

The population segment that is projected to

will increase by requirement as the general

Economic development across the nation has

Assumption 2: Increasing the supply of sales

Assumption 3: Residential properties generate

be most responsible for San Jose’s growth is

housing stock densifies. The primary obstacle

Assumption 1: Housing competes with sales

switched modes from urban expansion to urban

tax revenue. In fact, sales are the product of a

and office space will promote and preserve

less municipal revenue than non-residential

the 20-34 age group composed of an educated

encountered during the charrette to affordable

infill and intensification. As cities grow vertically

transaction between a supplier and a consumer.

sales tax revenue. Sales are shrinking in San

properties. This is maybe true in gross numbers

and highly mobile workforce. Large employers

housing production is the policy assumptions

with mixed-use development, commercial

Increasing residential density is the most direct

Jose as a result of global trends towards on-line

per parcel, but it is not necessarily true when

focus their recruiting efforts on the 20-34 year

made by the City that are inhibiting infill housing

and residential investments stack and rise

means of increasing the consumer base and

shopping and away from brick and mortar retail.

the amount of land occupied is considered.

old workers and look for the types of livable

production at all price points.

symbiotically. Employment Land preservation

the volume of local sales.

Retail vacancies hurt surrounding businesses

For instance, a car dealership business may

communities these workers desire when selecting

N. 13th Street and Berryessa/BART both provide

policies address an earlier era when economic

The local consumer base is more dependent

that are already struggling in a shrinking market.

generate more revenue than a single-family

Increasing brick and mortar sales space in this

home in gross, but the dealership takes up a

environment is wasteful and could be having

large quantity of land and will often generate

both a dampening and corrosive effect on the

lower revenue per square foot of space it

have little local consumption foot print. The

local economy.

occupies. A car dealership may perform much

fact that a business is worth a trillion dollars

It would be worth investigating what people

less favorably if compared with the mid-rise,

may have a significant regional impact, but it

are currently buying and how that is impacting

office locations. This demographic will need
entry-level housing first and foremost. Retaining
these workers will require more: the services,
shopping, and amenities that vibrant urban
areas provide.

opportunities to meet this housing demand in
their own unique ways, as is documented in
this report. However, given the important role
that housing affordability plays in economic
development, the City may need to reframe

investment occurred horizontally in the form of
single-use low-rise expansion into the green and
brown field peripheries. Rather than preserving
future jobs opportunities, Employment Land
preservation policies may be significantly

than ever on housing. Corporate offices,
especially those of technology businessess,
often operate nationally if not globally and

The Housing Department has at its disposal a

some policies to include consideration for:

dampening urbanization and vertical growth.

complex package of funding sources including

•

jobs that are created by housing construction,

It is not without reason that “housing starts”

may also mean that it has a disproportionately

the local economy. Consider that the residential

•

jobs that are carried out from home offices,

is one of the most important economic health

small economic impact within the municipality,

construction industry accounts for a tremendous

jobs created by home delivered services,and

especially if the earnings are kept off shore.

volume of local material purchases and is

Sale or Rental units to provide 15% of housing

•

indicators. Housing development is a primary
driver of economic expansion both nationally

Sales taxes correlate more directly to where

local labor intensive, meaning that each sales

on-site that is affordable to income qualified

•

jobs stimulated by residential density.

and locally. In light of this, there are three

people live than where they work, especially in

transaction in the construction process will

buyers/renters; or a 20% off-site obligation. This

Homes and jobs are so densely intertwined in

assumptions behind The City of San Jose’s

globally-oriented technology-focused industries.

induce several more sales transactions before

policy emphasis on preserving Employment

It can be very profitable to be the bedroom

the dollars leave the community. Many forms

Lands that warrant further analysis. These

comunity to a regional technology jobs center,

of big box and franchise businesses are much

assumptions may be constraining both housing

and being the regional jobs center does not

less labor intensive, and those sales revenues

development and adversely affecting the

necessarily correlate with municipal profitability.

will leave the community immediately for their

municipal tax base and are worth undertaking

Sales tax is more directly correlated to where

corporate headquarters, thus inducing much

a serious effort to reconsider.

the population lives than where it works.

fewer additonal local sales transactions.

City policies that require all residential developers
who create new, additional, or modified For-

policy framework will result in a steady supply
of affordable housing as long as opportunities
to increase housing density are made available.
An underlying assumption during the charrette
is that affordable housing goals are forwarded
at the two sites by housing production of any

the local economy, it may not make sense to
address them as differentiated markets at all. It
certainly makes no sense to understand housing
and employment as oppositional elements of
the City’s future.

mixed-use complex that may one day displace it.
Development intensity per square foot is by far
the most telling indicator of municipal revenue,
while the use of the property is comparatively
insignificant. In reality, under Proposition 13,
the most significant factor is when a property
sold last, and commercial properties can avoid
turn over in perpituity when held in a limited
liability company, the ownership of which can
be sold in increments to avoid ever constituting
a sale of the property itself.

and all types. The affordable housing stock
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ZONING CONSTRAINTS ON HOUSING
Current zoning regulation governing the two

o This criteria in practice simply asks “do

study areas provides opportunities for infill and

the surrounding neighbors support the

urbanization intensification with residential uses

proposed redevelopment?” This criteria

only in the following limited circumstances:

is largely subjective and political in its

• Properties must currently have a Mixed Use

application.

Commercial or Neighborhood/Community

• The development would not impact the

Commercial land use designation.

viability of surrounding commercial or industrial

o Only the 13th Street Corridor and two
small patches of Berryessa meet this criteria.

properties or businesses.

requirement is often a deal killer.

would fit on a lot in that district.

structures that are on, or are eligible for

Lastly, the General Plan requires that the

inclusion on the City of San José’s Historic

ground floor of any mixed-used development

Resources Inventory should adaptively reuse

contain a commercial space of a minimum of 0.5

here, raised their families here, and contributed to the Valley

these structures.

FAR, which is half of the lot it sits on. In most

as we know it today. As we work to respond to the South Bay’s

o It requires a case-by-case review to
determine if adaptive reuse if feasible. Very
little of San Jose’s existing building inventory

subjective and political in application.

is of a 5-6 story, mixed use type, which is the

o Only properties along 13th Street meet

• The site is located within a ½-mile of an

most viable type for contemporary markets

this criteria

existing transit line.

• The site is vacant or underutilized.
o All of Berryessa and a few parcels along
13th Street Corridor meet this criteria.
• The site has adjacent properties with a
residential General Plan Land Use / Transportation
Diagram designation on at least two sides.
o None of the study area sites meet this
criteria
• The development would be compatible with
the surrounding neighborhood.
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o All the sites in the study areas meet this
criteria
• The development integrates commercial uses
that support the affordable housing project
and/or the surrounding neighborhood.
o This is an extremely onerous requirement.
The neighborhood commercial market is
heavily over saturated and there is little to
no demand for the type of retail that fits
in a residential building’s footprint. This

“So many people in our community are struggling to afford

• Development on properties that contain

o Again, this criteria is in practice largely

• The site is 1.5 acre or less

prohibitive for a development of the scale that

and increased urban intensity. This policy is
thus a significant barrier to redevelopment
of many properties where buildings older
than 50 years are currently in place.
Few to no properties in the study area meet all
of these criteria, and thus changing them will
be necessary to meeting the Mayor’s challenge
to infill commercial corridors with housing.

areas of San Jose it is physically impossible
to have half of the lot be commercial space
while still accommodating the parking, trash

residents with fixed or lower incomes, many of whom grew up

affordable housing crisis, we need everyone—businesses, local
government, nonprofit organizations, labor, and community

facilities and other requirements of zoning and

members—to come together to develop a collaborative

building codes. In every case along the N. 13th

response that increases housing opportunities for all. SV@Home

Street commercial corridor it will definitely be
impossible as a result of the lots being too

applauds AARP for its work to bring these voices together.

small to accommodate a parking deck. The

The recommendations included in this Livable communities

required surface parking alone would occupy

Charrette Report are precisely the kind of actions needed to

more than half of the lot where the majority
use is commercial.”. In every case along the
N. 13th Street commercial corridor it will
definitely be impossible as a result of the lots
being too small to accomodate a parking deck

In addition, any new mixed-use development

and the required surface parking alone would

along N. 13th Street requires a conditional use

occupy more than half of the lot if half were

permit, which is a difficult, unpredictable, and

commercial space.

expensive process that would likely be cost

the high cost of housing. This is particularly true for our senior

create and preserve much needed affordable housing.”

SV@HOME EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
LESLYE CORSIGLIA

WWW.SILICONVALLEYATHOME.ORG
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CHARRETTE HOUSING AGENDA

1) PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING FOR ALL

REFRAME DENSITY
•

Maximize the use of land by pushing the
envelope on density;

•

Create more walkable communities and
improve the built environment;

•

Educate community members on what
density really looks like;

•

Support policy makers in adopting
proactive policies that offer incentives
for denser development and density
bonuses.

PROMOTE TRANSIT-ORIENTED
DEVELOPMENT
•
This housing agenda was created during
the charrette to inform AARP California’s
affordable housing advocacy work in San
Jose, Santa Clara, and across the state.
The agenda draws heavily on SV@Home’s
advocacy agenda and includes critical
elemants of Mayor Liccardo’s 15 Point
Affordable Housing Plan for San Jose.

Work with cities, transit agencies, and

other public entities to facilitate housing
development on land near transit and
jobs;

•

Ensure that development plans become
a reality, and include affordability
targets.

UPDATE ZONING CODES AND
POLICIES
•

Work with local jurisdictions to
modernize outdated land use policies
that favor sprawl and that restrict
growth, and instead support policies
that focus on the built environment,
where urban mixed-use and mixed-

income development come together to
create complete communities.
CHANGE THE CONVERSATION
•

Challenge the myths and stories that
people have accepted that lead to
opposition to new housing development,
and new affordable development,
through education, research, and
communication.

SV@HOME
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2) GENERATE NEW RESOURCES FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING

FACILITATE MIXED-INCOME
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

ADVOCATE FOR MORE STATE AND
FEDERAL FUNDING
•

•

•

Support and influence efforts at the
State and federal levels to increase
affordable housing funding that
leverages local dollars;
Ensure that Santa Clara County gets
its fair share of affordable housing
resources.

3) INCREASE THE LAND AVAILABLE FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
EXPAND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
LAND BANKING
•

Seek opportunities for land banking,
where land is purchased now for future
development, including working with
public agencies and districts to identify
and purchase properties for future
affordable housing development.

TARGET PUBLICLY OWNED LAND
FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
•

Work with public agencies to establish
or enhance policies or ordinances that
give priority to affordable housing
when disposing of publicly-owned land.

•

Ensure that these agencies not only
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4) INCENTIVIZE PRODUCTION AND PRESERVATION OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING

embrace the sale, lease, or dedication
of land as a critical tool in the
affordable housing tool box, but that
they proactively seek opportunities
to create more affordable homes to
address the need for more housing
development.
SEEK OPPORTUNITIES TO USE
EMPLOYMENT LAND DIFFERENTLY
•

Work with employers and local
agencies to create opportunities for
housing on their campuses, particularly
where significant land is used for
parking, building on top of parking
garages, or rethinking surface parking.

REVITALIZE STRUGGLING BUSINESS
DISTRICTS
•

Encourage mixed-use developments
that integrate housing that can
create needed foot traffic in declining
neighborhood business districts.

TRANSIT-ORIENTED AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
•

Eliminating longstanding legal hurdles
can enable construction of affordable
homes adjacent to light rail and BART
stations in North San Jose.

Support inclusionary housing policies
and advocate for affordable housing as
a community benefit in all residential
and mixed-use developments.

•

Seek policies that require a minimum
of 20% of units in all specific plans and
area plans be affordable to lower- and
moderate-income households.

•

Support policies that provide choices,
including integrating affordable units in

market rate developments, building offsite, or paying in-lieu fees.
PROACTIVELY SUPPORT POLICIES
THAT FACILITATE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
•

PRESERVE EXISTING AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
•

Develop policies that enable affordable
housing development, including
allowing by-right development of
affordable housing on small sites and
requiring affordable housing as an
integral component of precise and
specific planning areas.

Partner with other area leaders to
preserve existing homes that are at
risk of loss to the affordable housing
stock. Support policies that require
replacement housing for lost units and
that adequately compensate residents
who are displaced.

5) IMPLEMENT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS TO INCREASE AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PROMOTE NOAH OPPORTUNITIES,
INCLUDING SECOND UNITS
•

Work with innovators in the field to
push forward new models for housing,
including co-housing models for young
workers, people with disabilities,
and seniors; collaborative living; and
home sharing. Support efforts to
increase the feasibility of micro-units.
Work with all cities and the County
to adopt ordinances that enable the
development of more second units

(often called accessory dwellings or
granny units) and “junior” second units
through streamlined processes and
rules.
ENGAGE EMPLOYERS IN THE
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
•

Identify opportunities for employers to
participate in the affordable housing
solution by investing in affordable
housing developments, creating space
for housing on their campuses, and
other innovative measures.
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PART 2:
SAN JOSE’S PLANNING CONTEXT
Originally founded as Pueblo de San Jose in 1777, the City of San Jose was chartered prior to the formation
of the United States and California. Charter City status in California provides local governments significant
latitude to develop their own land use, zoning, and municipal finance policies. The Standard State Zoning
Enabling Act, adopted by California for much of the state does not govern in Charter Cities.

Notice the graphic emphasis given to water
ways in the historic maps of San Jose. Creeks
generated not only the agricultural yields that
fueled the City’s growth, but also shaped the
edges of the urban plan.
Creeks have traditionally been a significant
element of San jose’s economy and place
culture.

BROAD PLANNING AND ECONOMIC
GOALS- (from Envision San Jose 2040)
• Innovative Economy – San José’s economy
thrives on innovation, providing job
opportunities for all and ample fiscal resources
for a vibrant community.
• Environmental Leadership – San José is a
model of an environmentally sustainable and
healthy city, a leader in green technology and
a vigilant steward of its resources for present
and future generations.
• Diversity and Social Equity – San José
celebrates, embraces and involves a diverse
blend of cultures and achieves social, cultural
and economic equity.
• Interconnected City – San José residents’
activities of daily life are in close proximity
and easily accessible by walking, bicycling and
public transit.
• Healthy Neighborhoods – San José’s
neighborhoods are attractive and safe places to
live with residents engaged in their community.
• Quality Education and Services – San José
residents and businesses receive a broad range
of high quality services and enjoy excellent
educational opportunities for all.
• Vibrant Arts and Culture – San José is a
vibrant center for multi-faceted arts and
cultural programs, celebrating its heritage and
inspiring the creative energy of the community
and a rich quality of life.
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VERTICAL GROWTH

BARRIERS TO HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

A major strategy of the General Plan is the
designation of 70 urban villages in San Jose
where livable urban intensification is promoted,
including a goal of 120,000 new homes over
the next few decades. They are intended
to enable San Jose’s growth by building up
instead of sprawling out.

In 2011, San Jose approved Envision San
Jose 2040 General Plan, which emphasizes
attracting thousands of new jobs and
restricting the conversion of commercial,
industrial, or institutional land to residential.
The prohibition against repurposing postindustrial and antiquated retail to residential
uses has become the single biggest barrier to
housing production and affordability in the city.
Blighted industrial and commercial properties
present the only opportunities for vertical
growth given the lack of popular support
for allowing denser development in existing
residential neighborhood.

The Berryessa/BART study site is a designated
urban village, and the AARP Charrette served
as the kick-off to the city’s urban village
implementation planning process.
The
Berryessa/BART
urban
village
implementation plan, like that of all 70
designated villages, is intended to foster:
• a mix of homes and jobs;
• high enough density to support transit use,
bicycling, and walking;
• attractive and high- quality urban design;
• the revitalization of underutilized properties
like the Flea Market property with access to
existing infrastructure;
• community engagement in planning process.
The first four urban village plans—collectively
known as Five Wounds/Brookwood Terrace—
were approved at the end of 2013. The
Berryessa/BART process is beginning just as
the AARP Charrette is taking place, and the
remaining 65 village planning processes are
yet to be scheduled.

The plan states that the city’s “bedroom
community” character “reduces
opportunities for San José to take on a
leadership role that would benefit the
development of the Silicon Valley as a whole,
while also undermining San José’s economic,
fiscal, and cultural status.” The General
Plan seeks to correct San Jose’s bedroom
community character by increasing the ratio
of jobs to employed residents (J/ER), striving
“to achieve a J/ER ratio of 1.0 by the year
2025”. A primary means of implementing
this goal is the prohibition against the
conversion of commercial and industrial
properties to residential.development.
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PART 3:
BERRYESSA/BART URBAN VILLAGE
San Jose has a unique chance to shape growth around its first BART station in the Berryessa neighborhood.

From Berryessa, BART is planned in the future to extend into San Jose all the way to Santa Clara with
several stops along the way.

The Berryessa/BART station provides an opportunity to get the vision and policies in place that foster
livable, transit oriented communities with housing for people of all ages and abilities. Affordable housing

policy is already in place to ensure that housing will be available for every stage of life and ability, the
main challenges at this site is ensuring that development will be livable and pedestrian oriented, that the
streets, roads and paths are well connected internally and to the surrounding city, and that regulatory
barriers do not continue to stifle investment in the site.

Livable, transit oriented communities are good for people and good for business. They are places where

Americans increasingly want to live, work, and enjoy. Whether young or old, starting a family or a
business, Livable communities provide a host of appealing advantages that enhance people’s quality of
life, businesses’ economic prospects and the bottom line for local government.

OBSERVATIONS
1. The transit station is not enough

2. Penitencia Creek and Berryessa Road

3. The site should not be organized around

4. Change should be anticipated in the

5. The Berryessa/BART Urban Village

transit-oriented commercial uses.

The creek amounts to little more than a

Access to the station, not visual focus on the

residential areas during the planning of

development.

incentive by itself to draw large scale,

The site is currently surrounded by industrial
facilities

and

low-density

residential

neighborhoods. These currently shape the

approaches to this station site. In order to
increase the viability of the station area as a
high intensity jobs center, it will be necessary

to anchor the flea market and VTA properties
with a critical mass of residential and mixed-

use development and reserving the track-

adjacent and air rights locations for future

office and institutional uses. This strategy

allows the site to be repositioned as a livable
community in the current market conditions,
and creates a context that will be more
attractive to further commercial tenants.

In no condition should commercial spaces

be built for which there is no current market.

Significant amounts of housing and mixed-

both suffer from their current adjacency.

drainage ditch and the road is not activated
or defined by a lively frontage. Both the road
and the creek would benefit from sufficient

realignment to buffer the creek on both sides
and allow commercial uses along Berryessa
road where they would benefit from the access

to a high volume of passing motorists. Most

importantly, the City of San Jose as a whole
would benefit from reclaiming the water fronts

and natural environments that have historically

played significant roles in shaping the city and
its unique quality of place. Understanding the
creek beds as central elements around which

the urban form organizes will go a long way
to claiming the world class network of trails

and open spaces that pass through the site
and dominate the vistas.

a large central green.

station is what is of value.

The rich riparian greenways buffering the

surrounding industrial and low-density
the parcels immediately adjacent to the
transit station.

creek beds extend to the Bay Ridge Trail,

The thriving, high intensity commercial uses

dramatic open spaces. A wide variety of

market and VTA joint development sites

only, to side streets, all the way to a grand

storage, bulk material handling, and other

the creek ways and extend their amenities

high value office/institutional uses developed

and ecologic connections. The locations

end industrial uses in the area, or the lower

are much better suited for transit-oriented,

on the high end development. It is not

when greens can be combined with the creek

radically transform as an island in the current

benefit.

transform, or very little of it will.

bay front, and into city are much more

that the City currently envisions for the flea

street types, ranging from bike/pedestrian

are radically inconsistent with the low-value

boulevard can be designed to integrate with

industrial uses in the area. Either the new,

into the development through vista, path,

around the station will force out the lower

immediately adjacent to the transit station

end industrial uses will have a chilling effect

mixed-use development than for a civic green

likely that the flea market and VTA sites will

beds for additional ecological and recreational

context. Over time, the whole area will either

has arrived at a watershed moment in its

Moving forward, the guideway and creek beds

that run through the VTA and flea market
sites will either harden as barriers, further

dividing the adjacent communities, or they

will become gathering places that draw
neighborhoods together. They will harden
as barriers if they continue to be treated as

infrastructural concessions whose affect on the
new community is to be mitigated. They will

serve as gathering points only if their role in

the community can be diversified, intensified,

and made central to the physical form and
programing of the community.

use will need to be built before high intensity
commercial uses will be an option.
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OVERARCHING IMPLEMENTATION
PRINCIPLES
HUG THE GUIDEWAY

HUG THE CREEKS

COZY UP THE STREETS

INTEGRATE AFFORDABILITY

The guideway is of a type of elevated concrete
transportation infrastructure that needs to
be built out and programed sufficiently to
welcome it into the community as a civic
amenity. On the other hand, combined with
other programming and uses, the guideway
can be a multi-purpose public facility that
collects and houses some of the existing
cultural and economic activities of the flea
market, while providing air rights locations
for major employers immediately proximate
to the transit station. Connecting the two
sides of the station under the guideway with
vehicular and pedestrian access routes while
packing program under, above, and adjacent
to the station where ever possible will create
vibrant gathering spaces that will bring out
the full potential of the civic amenity as a
cornerstone of the community.

Creeks and communities both prosper when
their relationship can be modulated to suit
urban context. A creek in the country may be
healthiest when set apart from development by
wide swaths of riparian buffer while the same
buffer in an urban environment can make the
creek bed seem desolate, unsafe, and less
likely to benefit from the stewardship of the
surrounding community.

The coziness, diversity, and hierarchy of
the street network in the AARP Livable
Communities Plan are critical to livability.
Livable communities support the entire
life cycle with a complex and diverse set
of symbiotic relationships between social,
economic, and life safety functions. The
street network forms the basic armature for
these relationships.

4,500 housing units can fit comfortably on
the properties to either side of the Berryessa/
BART station while creating a walkable
community. The addition of 4,500 units will
make a significant impact on the affordability
of housing in San Jose by:

In their existing state, both Penitencia and
Coyote creeks occupy a marginal, moat-like
position at the edge of the proposed Market
Place development. Immediately adjacent to
a 6-lane arterial and a heavy industrial area,
the creeks suffer from unbuffered storm water
runoff and insufficient custodial care.

AARP’s Livable Communities Plan utilizes a
variety of street sections in order to create a
diverse range of interesting and well defined
urban spaces. The variety of streets allows
the relationship between pedestrians, cars,
and bicycles to adjust to the very local needs
of each block and its residents.
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Closer engagement between the creeks and
surrounding urban development will provide
ecological benefits through better maintenance
and stewardship, increased land value, and will
help establish Berryessa BART as a gateway to
the regional preserves and trail systems.

The network favors the BART station and
the Coyote/Penitencia creek trails as primary
place making elements and celebrates the
reach they provide to the surrounding region
via trains, trails, and ecological corridors. The
street grid is intentionally tight and buildings
pull up close to the street to collectively
form a consistent street wall that defines the
public realm as a well- proportioned outdoor
room.

•

satisfying some pent up housing demand;

•

complying with a recommended
additional conditional zoning requirement
that the 900 required units must be
satisfied on-site;

•

providing location-efficient,
transit oriented housing that will
score well on the Housing +
Transportation Affordability Index
( https://htaindex.cnt.org/ ) ;

•

helping to reframe density and develop
support from the community for walkable,
mixed use redevelopment;

•

maximizing affordable housing on the
publically owned VTA property; and

•

providing opportunities to market
affordable housing into employment
campuses.
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EXISTING
CONDITIONS
• Brand new BART station
• Asphalt

• Under performing industrial
• Low-density residential

• Waterway connections to
one of the most spectacular
mountain ridges in the world.

VTA’s BART SILICON VALLEY PHASE I:
with the station facility
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Integrates Mixed-use Development

PHASE II: EXTENSION TO SANTA CLARA SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION IN 2026
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THE AARP
LIVABLE
COMMUNITIES
PLAN
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• Increases development intensity,
• Celebrates creeks,

• Develops air rights, and
• Engages surrounding
environment.

BART STATION
BUILD OUT
• Demand for development like
is shown to the left should
initially be tapped to anchor
and transform the site.

• Areas around and over the
station should be reserved for
large institutional uses that
may emerge as the project
builds out, as is shown to the
right.

THE CREEKS
• In Boulder, Colorado, property values
increased by $5.4 million after a linear park
similar to Pentencia Creek Trail was built.

n
tio
Sta

• The number of businesses and full-time jobs
fronting Chattanooga’s riverfront more than
doubled, and property values increased 127.5
percent when investment was made in the
riverfront.
• Owners of small companies ranked recreation/
parks/open space as the highest priority in
choosing a new location for their business.
• Seventy firms that moved to or expanded
within Arizona chose the state for its “outdoor
lifestyle and recreation opportunities.”
			

– Trust for Public Land, 1999

BARRIERS TO
CONNECTIVITY
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Subdivisions patterns that are barriers to connectivity
Creeks that are barriers to connectivity

Transportation infrastructure that is difficult to connect across

CONNECTION PLAN

ALL CONNECTIONS
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

CONNECTIONS UNDER THE GUIDEWAY
1. Existing trail connection
2. Proposed new street connection
3. Existing trail connection
4. Existing trail connection

1

2

8

3

5. Proposed new street connection
6. Proposed new street connection (requires
moving electric service equipment.)

4

9

5

7. Proposed new street connection.
Concerns that pedestrian bridges will
cast shadows and negatively impact creek
ecosystems is eleminating many valuable
connections across Coyote and Penetencia
Creeks. However, low-impact connections,
such as stepping stones are a low-impact
and often delightful way of bridging small
water ways.

8

9 10 11 12 13

6

10

CONNECTIONS ACROSS THE CREEKS
8. Proposed pedestrian bridge

7

9. Proposed low-impact connection

11

10. Proposed low-impact connection
11. Proposed low-impact connection

18

12. Proposed new street connection
13. Proposed pedestrian bridge
14 15 16 17 18

CONNECTIONS TO ARTERIALS ROADS
14. Existing trail underpass
15. Existing street, approved for expansion

17

12
15

16

16. Proposed new street connection
17. Planned trail connection

13

18. Planned street connection.

14
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CONNECTIONS BY MODE
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PARKING
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SURROUNDING INDUSTRIAL
LOOK FOR:

• the return of manufacturing, making, brewing, crafting,
creating

LOOK TO
INCREASE:

• employment Intensity;
• opportunities for
showcasing products;

• pedestrian/bike/transit
access.

TODAY

• creative office combined with making

• more attention to amenities and creative space for employees
• Mixed uses with live/work lofts for makers

• Employment clusters that combine: food, robotics, pre-fab
building components, arts & crafts, and cannabis
• 3d printing for same day delivery

TOMORROW
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PHASING
The development build out would begin on
the Mabury side while Flea Market activities
are concentrated on, under and around the
guideway next to the bus terminal. The VTA’s
joint development site fronting Mabury is
built out in the initial phase as is a mixeduse development where the existing surface
parking lot currently is located. Streets are
run underneath the guideway to connect the
VTA and Flea Market sites.

IMPLEMENTING THE BERRYESSA PLAN

In phase 2 Penitencia Creek is moved off
of Berryessa toward the interior of the site
where it can serve better as a greenway
amenity to the development. Build out
continues toward Berryessa during phase
2. Phase 2 provides the living spaces and
daily needs retail that make up a complete
community and help attract the large
employers needed to anchor the phase 3 air
rights developments.
Phase 3 completes the site, including large
office buildings up against the guideway
and perhaps bridging across the air rights
between the VTA and Flea Market sides.
The Flea Market site will not likely be
developed in one fell swoop by a single
development entity. A successful, close
urban environment depends on careful
orchestration so that all developers know
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what details are essential for the whole
community to become more than the
sum of its parts. Form-based codes would
be invaluable in achieving the necessary
coordination at the Berryessa/BART area.
Form-based codes primarily emphasize the
shape, form and character of the whole
place rather than focusing on the individual
use of each property. They were developed
to advance pedestrian friendly, livable
community principles
through a focus
on public spaces like streets, sidewalks,
or parks as well as the role that private
buildings play in shaping these spaces.
While a conventional zoning code tends to
separate buildings from the street and from
each other, the form-based code focuses on
orchestrating individual buildings so that
they together produce a safe, comfortable
and interesting street space. This type of
orchestration is essential to the development
of livable communities.

1

2

3
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REQUIRED COMMERCIAL

TRANSIT PLAZA OCCUPATION

TOWN CENTER
Part of what will make the Berryessa/BART
urban village successful is its completeness
as a community: live, work, and play
opportunities must all be available. This
must include retail offerings so that daily
needs are provided on site, and a car trip
out of the neighborhood is not necessary
every time household goods such as toilet
paper, perishables, or dry cleaning are
needed.
Retail performs best when it is concentrated
in the neighborhood rather than scattered
throughout. The areas highlighted in fuchsia
to the right are areas where consistent
ground floor commercial is necessary to
create a main street, destination shopping
district. Shops and offices are more likely to
succeed in this type of concentrated main
street setting, and having such shops is a
critical component to creating a complete
community n addition to enhancing
connectivity
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COMMERCIAL OVER/UNDER/ AND AROUND THE GUIDEWAY
As stated earlier in this report, the guideway will either become a
barrier between the VTA and Flea Market sites if it is left as a single
purpose infrastructural facility, or it will become a central gathering
spot if it can be sufficiently multi-purposed and enlived. An early,
first phase win would be to house some of the Flea Market vendors
under the guideway, similar to the shopping area shown on the left
under a guideway in Japan. Situated in this area, between a bus
terminal and train station, it would probably have sufficient traffic
from commuters to operate 7 days a week.
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74’ ROW

12’

14’

14’

12’

MAIN

The sustainable street network consists of
all types of streets that accommodate many
different travel modes. Some streets are
designed to serve traffic in all forms. Others
are designed to be quiet with only the
occasional vehicle.

PEDESTRIAN

Sustainable street networks feature a rich
array of street and route types—rather than
just the same “flat” design used many times
over. The amount and variety of streets
determine a community’s character, and
whether it functions as a coherent whole or
as disconnected islands separated by a few
big streets.

64’ ROW

STREET DIVERSITY

12’

14’

6’

7’

5’ 2

7’

10’

10’

7’

6’

14’

In a sustainable street network, all streets
have a role and are designed to serve the
people of the community— today and well
into the future.
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64’ ROW
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– Excerpted from Sustainable
Street Network Principles, CNU,
2012

14’

6’

11’

7’

11’
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In order to fully develop the site to its
potential, it makes more sense to move
the Penetencia canal and develop it into
a vibrant riparian zone, thereby giving
it more prominence. This would in turn
allow the creek to be fully developed
as a natural amenity that provides
connection, placemaking, and access to
open space for the community.

Penitencia Creek currently runs hard up against
the Berryessa Drive 6-lane arterial. The creek is
neglected ecologically and culturally.
•

Having no buffer, the noise of Berryessa
intrudes heavily on the stream corridor,
negatively impacting habitat quality.

•

Stormwater from Berryessa can flood into
the creek without crossing a scrubbing
riparian buffer, degrading water quality.

•

Berryessa is very wide with fast moving
traffic, and the stream bed is well below
the grade of sidewalk, all of which hinders

passive supervision and makes the stream
bed unsafe and less accessible for cleaning.
•

The stream location prevents the project
from having an urban presence and limits
the custodianship and celebration of the
community..

For these reasons the design team chose to
realign Penitencia Creek, pushing it back off
of Berryessa and embracing it with active
frontages.

A

been the case. Penitencia Creek originally
flowed parallel and independent of Coyote
up into Milptas and flooded regularly. In the
late 19th century a canal was dug across the
Market Place site that enabled Penitencia
Creek to flow into Coyote creek.

CI

The proposed plan integrates and celebrates
water and other natural features. Water,
excellent soil, and beautiful ranges have
been the generating elements of San Jose’s
urban form since it was initially settled as is
demonstrated by the rendering of Coyote
Creek on a 19th century map shown to
the right. The creek is given great graphic
significance in the map and great urban
significance in actuality, defining the outer
boundary of the original street grid and
city. Rediscovering the creeks, streams, and
rivers of San Jose would go a long way to
enhancing the unique sense of place and
history in the community. Today Penitencia
Creek and Coyote Creek intersect on the
flea market site, but this has not always

PENITENCIA REALIGNMENT

PE
N

IT

TE
YO
CO

EN

CELEBRATION AND CUSTODIANSHIP OF THE WATER

STATION
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IDENTIFY THE SITE WITH
THE TRAIL SYSTEM

Historically, many cities and towns treated the streams and rivers as
sewers for the removal of human waste and pollutants. This practice
was officially ended with the federal Clean Water Act of the 1970’s,
but there are still remnants of the practice, such as turning the backs or
sides of buildings to creeks, rather than orienting the fronts of buildings
toward the creek in appreciation of its many amenities. Increasingly
cities are celebrating and fronting on creeks, rather famously in several
cases.

The Penitencia Creek trail system extends from
the site 3.5 miles up to Alum Rock Park, and
then along Alum Rock Park trail that runs to the
Valley Vista Open Space. This direct connection
between dense urbanism and world-class open
space presents a tremendous opportunity for
the Flea Market and BART sites, especially
for recreation, tourism, and attracting large
employers.

Greenville, SC revitalized its downtown with a long term redevelopment
plan that focused on celebrating the riverfront as it passed through the
urban core. This strategy led to the selection of Greenville as the US
corporate headquarters for BMW, Michelin, and other large employers.
The key element was the integration of urban and natural elements.

Sierra Vista Open Space, the Bay Area Ridge
Trail, Alum Rock Park, and the high-tech
campuses of Silicon Valley are all connected by
Penitencia Creek and BART, and should heavily
inform the branding of new development.

Greenville, SC

Salida, CO
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San Luis Obispo, CA

Retail frontages engage their rivers to attract tourism and increase the
commercial tax base. This type of activation of water frontages would
foster a culture of enjoyment and custodianship of the trail system and
creek ecosystems that run through Berryessa.

GREEN THE INFRASTRUCTURE
•

provided on most of the master plan.

Storm Water

Dry utility boxes and meters never look good,
so they should be in the alley, not on the street.

The present Flea Market site consists of
impervious asphalt right hard up to the
creeks, with rainwater runoff flowing directly
into the creeks. This presents a situation
where peak runoff for the site is very much
higher and more polluted than it was prior to
development. Rainwater Harvesting Streets
should be considered for all development in
the Berryessa/BART Urban Village. Harvesting
streets would treat rainwater near to where
it lands rather than capturing and piping it to
large storm water treatment systems.
The rainwater harvesting street shown to the
right (designed by Crabtree Group) provides
for filtration and infiltration of rainwater
through an inverted crown street with
bioswales, pervious pavers and an infiltration
trench. The rainfall that does not get treated
by these green streets can flow raingardens in
the stream buffers.
•

Sanitary Sewer

The San Jose wastewater treatment plant is at
only 50% capacity, and it does sustainably treat
and re-use the wastewater; so onsite treatment
of wastewater is not necessary.
•

Potable water

The San Jose Water Company has the capacity to
serve new development in the Berryessa/BART

•

District Energy

Consideration should be given to the provision
of District Energy using rooftop solar PV and
CHP generators on a block-by-block basis In
this way the hot and cold pipes and wires of
a combined heat and power trigeneration
system would not need to go in the streets.
Alternatively, whole-project District Energy may
be feasible depending on build-out scenarios.

Urban Village. However, water conservation
measures at the building scale can significantly
reduce water usage and should be utilized at
every opportunity.
•

Reused water

New development in the Berryessa/BART
Urban Village should reuse water for irrigation
of the stream corridors, street trees, and other
common landscape areas.
•

Grey water

New development in the Berryessa/BART
should utilize grey water for toilet flushing and
irrigation when ever feasible.
•

Dry Utilities

Great care should be exercised in planning the
dry utilities so that, while adequately serving
the site, their surface manifestations (meters
and boxes) do not clutter the streetscapes. The
ideal situation is to install the dry utility services
in the alleys or interior parking lots, which are

PART 4:
N. 13TH ST. BUSINESS DISTRICT
For many years, North 13th Street has been identified as a location where major changes are

appropriate to reinvigorate the district’s role as a bustling neighborhood center and gateway
to downtown. Residents feel that redevelopment of North 13th Street will allow blighted
conditions to be corrected. These include a number of poorly maintained or visually unattractive

non-local-serving auto service businesses that have parking storage areas that are open to the

street and/or chain link fences that interrupt the pedestrian qualities necessary to support local
retail and business services.

GATEWAY TO
DOWNTOWN
The southern end of the N. 13th Street
Business District is anchored by Backesto
Park, named for John Pierre Backesto, a
nineteenth century physician. Since 1922
the area between Backesto Park and
Grant Elementary School has served as
the community-focused, intergenerational
heart of the neighborhood.
The Northside has an active and engaged
community. Community events include the
Luna Park Chalk Art Festival, the Bakesto
Flea Market, the Northside Easter Egg
Hunt, and National Night Out.” The
popular Luna Park Chalk Art Festival draws
participants from all over.
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In the first half of the 20th century, the
community was mostly composed of Italian
immigrants who did as many of their peers
did in other cities across the nation: they
built small multi-family houses and stores
with spaces for their families to live above.
This type of small multi-family and live/work
arrangements were how many immigrant
populations got a foothold in American
commerce: parlaying carpentry skills and
labor into buildings they owned, then
opening trade shops based on their cooking,
tailoring, and other skill sets.

The significant role this
type of small
business and small multifamily residential
plays in continually seeding and growing the
economy is often over looked by economic
development organizations focused mainly
on attracting large corporate operations.
The North 13th Street business corridor
presents
significant
geographic
and
economic opportunities as both the gateway
to downtown and as a potential business
incubator.
Original Chiaramonte Store with founder,
Salvatore Chairamonte, on the right.

Little Italy, NYC, shown to the left and
N. 13th Street were built on the small
retail and small multi-family buildings
operated by new immigrants looking to
get a foothold in the American dream.
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N. 13TH ST./ LUNA PARK BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
The

strong daily business cycle, nicely

types of self-taxing districts are organized in

family run businesses, and close proximity to

larger, but even without much tax revenue,

proportioned street, continuing tradition of
downtown San Jose are all significant strengths
of the North 13th Street business corridor that

can be built upon. Restaurant owners report
that they get strong breakfast, lunch, and dinner

traffic from the industrial and construction sites
LPBA members showing the banners that
once hung in the district.

Named for the Luna Park Amusement

Company (which operated parks in the
neighborhood and in other locations around

the globe), the North 13 Street / Luna Park
Business Association (LPBA) is dedicated to

encouraging, stimulating and improving the
business conditions of North 13th Street.

LPBA participated in the charrette as a
representative of retailers, restaurants,

entertainment establishments, service
businesses and professionals in the district.

LPBA strives to create a positive identity for

the area through commercial and cultural
activities and to preserve its historical
significance to the community.
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areas where the commercial tax base is much

these types of quasi-governmental agencies

are empowered to improve and safeguard the
public realm of the district.
RETAIL CHALLENGES

in the area. Increasing the concentration of

The retail market along N. 13th Street and

print shop, coffee, and convenience offerings

Main street retail was nearly wiped out by the

already exists in the district. Evening activities

the past half century, and is once again loosing

upon the existing entertainment offerings in

shopping.

neighborhood services, such as dry-cleaning,

in the rest of the world is rapidly changing.

would enhance the 7am-7pm market that

construction of malls and lifestyle centers over

could be bolstered in the community by building

significant customer base, this time to on-line

the district, like restaurants and bars, which

According to the SJSU Northside Community

would in turn enliven the streets and sidewalks,

thereby increasing residents’ perception of
safety in their neighborhood. Safety at night,

was a common concern raised by residents. In
addition, residents have voiced a desire for a

broader range of restaurants and other services
in their community.

Assessment

Report,

the

N.

13th

Street

Originally platted as a residential area, N. 13th Street lots are regular and small and the blocks quite long (900 F.T.)

Square Feet of retail per person in the US
neighborhood does not have an abundance of

Street was originally planned as a residential

property becomes residential, it will always be

street retail survives. Households in Northside

activity during the short period of time between

minor arterial, the properties along the business

the discretionary income on which most main

earn about $20,000 less than the median

LPBA could consider additional organizational

income for the City as a whole. The majority of

These could include forming a business

the twelve thousand vehicles that pass along N.

structures to help better manage the district.

the customer base of the district comes from

improvement district or a parking district, as is

13th Street each day.

enabled by California state law. Typically these

Retail is also challenged by the urban fabric. 13th

corridor, and partially converted to commercial
World War I and II when retail began to follow

automobile traffic, but before shopping centers

and malls reoriented the market to big box
locations. N. 13th thrived in the automobileoriented, small shop era, and during this

time it fully disproved the adage that once a

residential. Sized for residential , but fronting a

district would probably flex regularly between

retail and residential uses as the market forces
changed in the area, if the zoning regulation
accommodated that flexibility.

Lastly, the short segment of Oakland Road

between Hedding and Bayshore Fwy is a
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northern gateway to the business district. The

CONCENTRATE RETAIL

the big parcels on the West side of Oakland

CORE OF RETAIL DISTRICT

choices that are being made now to develop

Road into a car wash and other auto-oriented,

low-end uses are going to have a longterm

It is rare that more than a quarter

impact on 13th Street.
•

•

mile of main street retail can thrive,

Improvement District or Parking District
realm.

rarely bigger. Japantown’s retail area

that there are nearly 40,000 trips a day on

Consider forming a Business

to help manage and improve the public

and neighborhood retail districts are

Average Daily Vehicle trip counts indicate

is about this size. Concentrating retail

Oakland, and two thirds of that traffic turns

on this section of 13th Street would

to and from Hedding rather than passing

make the district more likely to thrive

through 13th.
•

Emphasis: Commercial and Mixed-USE

1/4 MILE

challenge for retail. For better or worse, it is the

as a destination retail area.

The North West corner of Oakland and
Hedding would normally be considered
“the 100% location” for anchoring a retail

TRANSITIONAL AREA

district, and Hedding would be the prime

location for “tag along” retail like dry

Emphasis: Residential and Mixed-Use
•

cleaning and and other convenience retail,
and 13th street could most successfully

Limit any new retail in this area. Small

professional offices and live/work uses
will do best.

provide a block or two of boutique and 3rd
place destination retail.

BACKESTO- LOCAL FOCUS

Emphasis: Residential
•

Consider limiting retail to corner lots

only. Community-oriented institutional
concentrated in this area will build

on the schools, churches, and library

SIGNS THAT THE RETAIL DISTRICT IS OVER-STRETCHED
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programing already in place.
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HERITAGE WALK

Bakesto Park is prominently located as the
center of the neighborhood’s residential
core. This central role of the park, and its
connecting streets, should be celebrated as
an intergenerational loop.

Empire Laundry

GEMS ALONG THE WALK

In the Spring of 2018, San Jose State
planning students interviewed Northside
residents for an urban design course. As part
of the interview process, they cataloged and
tallied interview responses. They identified
many placemaking tactical interventions
centered around connectivity, improved
safety, and mobility including painting
sidewalks and crosswalks, adding lighting to
trees and buildings, murals, a coffee truck,
and a painted midblock crosswalk near the
Bakesto Fountain. The idea of a Bakesto
Intergenerational Heritage walk is built upon
the ideas generated by the students.
The grouping of community assets around
Bakesto Park, such as the library and
community center, make it a very attractive
location for intergenerational programming
and positioning as a neighborhood center.
A daily routine could very easily include a
grand parent picking up a child from school,
stopping to return some library books, then
getting a donut at Rollo’s before heading
to the park to see friends, then picking up
laundry and heading home.
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Celebrating its 11th Anniversary, the Luna Park Chalk Art Festival attracts over 3,000 artists,

students, vendors, and community members for a colorful day in San José’s Backesto Park.
Artists, students and chalk enthusiasts create over 250 pieces of diverse art throughout

JOYCE

the park’s pathways. In addition to the artwork, the festival features a main stage of local
musicians, dancers and performers, as well as local food trucks and vendor booths.

WORSHIP CENTER

The Luna Park Chalk Art Festival and Luna Park Arts Foundation are 100% volunteer run
and is the kind of community celebrating use of the Backesto Loop that could be developed
further.

Holy Cross Parish Church
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HERITAGE WALK AND COMMUNITY
PRIORITIES
1) BRIGHTEN THE HERITAGE WALK
The N. 13th Street community repeatedly
raised better and brighter street lighting
along Backesto Park as a priority concern.
The City has committed to providing better
lighting along 13th Street fronting Backesto
Park as part of a larger city project that
will eventually replace the existing street
lights throughout the city, but installation
is projected to begin more than 3 years out
and no funds have yet been allocated even
for that date. In the meantime, residents
have expressed that the park feels unsafe
at night due to perceived poor lighting
conditions in the evening for young children,
older adults, and families. For the Heritage
Walk we recommend capitalizing on the
SJSU planning students interim tactical
intervention proposal of wrapping the
large sycamore trees with lights, thereby
increasing the ambient lighting both on the
park perimeter and along 13th street, as

well as improving the pedestrian experience
while walking along the park. The LED
lighting would have a projected life span
of only 1 or 2 years, but if well received by
the community, could influence the form of
final lighting solution. Sycamore trees also
line the west side of 13th street, facing the
park. Wrapping these trees with light, would
create a welcoming corridor along 13th
between Empire and Jackson Street, making
the pedestrian experience more inviting and
safer for the families. Power for the lights
can be supplied by small tree-mounted solar
panels and battery units.

An example of urban art intervention
proposed by SJSU planning student
Marybeth Bowman as part of the
urban design studio that could enhance
the pedestrian experience along the
Backesto Loop.

3) DONUTS BY THE PARK

BEFORE

2) CONNECT THE HERITAGE WALK
Better pedestrian visibility in crosswalks
ranked high among responses to SJSU urban
design students. All three urban design
projects proposed painted crosswalks in
response to this issue and to strengthen
the pedestrian link between neighborhood
residents and the park. The design of the

AFTER
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crosswalks will play off some of the central
motifs in the neighborhood, such as the
ornate designs found on Victorian homes
in the community, as well as the tile work
on the recently-restored Bakesto fountain.
These crosswalks could help to improve
pedestrian’s sense of security, provide a
clearer connection between the park and
the greater neighborhood, honor the local
history and landmarks, and improve the
overall mobility experience.
Although there are many needs, 13th street
has many amenities and hidden gems that
should be highlighted and celebrated. Rolo’s
Donut shop is a local landmark and a favorite
place for multi generational gathering,
including families spilling out of Mass at the
nearby Catholic
and was
students
picked
construct thechurch
parklet, confidence
high that Rollo’s
and the rest
of the Northside community would be happy with Taylor’s concept.
up from school. In 2017 SJSU students
the date of the open house approached it became clear that due
proposedAs
creating
a parklet to extend the
to the City of San José’s strict permitting process the graduate team
was
going
to
be
unable
to construct
parklet
seating area of the shop
anda semi-permanent
to provide
a
during the spring semester. A week prior to the open house, it was
decided
that
a
one
day
pop-up
parklet
would
be
the
most
feasible
spectacular place to rest after a tough tennis
way to provide the neighborhood with an opportunity to experience
game. Rolo’s
owner
is excited
the
this form
of place making.
While thisabout
compromise
fell idea
short of
the original goal, the team felt that constructing even a temporary
of the parklet,
but
assistance
parklet would
be in may
line withneed
the spirit of
tactical urbanism.in
Most
of the materials for the pop-up parklet were donated or purchased,
walking through
the
cityandpermitting
process
and the work of
gathering
storing parklet materials,
in addition
to the assembly of the parklet itself, was divided among team
for installing
the
project.
members.
The installation of the pop-up parklet in front of Rollo’s Donuts
on Jackson Street went according to plan. The parklet consisted of
two 6 by 8 foot strips of artificial grass used to cover the pavement.
Over this surface was placed tables and chairs shaded by three large
café umbrellas. Several large potted plants were placed around
the perimeter of the parklet. Though the materials used to set up
the parklet were quite humble, the overall feel of the parklet was
very inviting. A CommUniverCity representative was present at
the parklet throughout the day gathering input from residents.
The parklet was popular with most visitors, including Mayor Sam
Liccardo, who voiced enthusiastic support for making the project
permanent.

construct the parklet, confidence was high that Rollo’s and the rest
of the Northside community would be happy with Taylor’s concept.
As the date of the open house approached it became clear that due
to the City of San José’s strict permitting process the graduate team
was going to be unable to construct a semi-permanent parklet
during the spring semester. A week prior to the open house, it was
decided that a one day pop-up parklet would be the most feasible
way to provide the neighborhood with an opportunity to experience
this form of place making. While this compromise fell short of
the original goal, the team felt that constructing even a temporary
parklet would be in line with the spirit of tactical urbanism. Most
of the materials for the pop-up parklet were donated or purchased,
and the work of gathering and storing parklet materials, in addition
to the assembly of the parklet itself, was divided among team
members.
The installation of the pop-up parklet in front of Rollo’s Donuts
on Jackson Street went according to plan. The parklet consisted of
two 6 by 8 foot strips of artificial grass used to cover the pavement.
Over this surface was placed tables and chairs shaded by three large
café umbrellas. Several large potted plants were placed around
the perimeter of the parklet. Though the materials used to set up
the parklet were quite humble, the overall feel of the parklet was
very inviting. A CommUniverCity representative was present at
the parklet throughout the day gathering input from residents.
The parklet was popular with most visitors, including Mayor Sam
Liccardo, who voiced enthusiastic support for making the project
permanent.

Figure 6.3: Temporary Parklet for Open House

Figure 6.3: Temporary Parklet for Open House

Figure 6.4: Temporary Parklet for Open House

A62parklet designed as part of a SJSU project and a temporary version set up to
demonstrate its appeal.
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N. 13TH STREET MISSING MIDDLE
A common misconception is that housing
comes in only two forms: 1) detached, single
family homes, or 2) high rise apartment
complexes. Large town home developments
h a v e b e g u n t o p ro v i d e a t l e a s t o n e
transitional type, but a much broader range
that includes small scale development
opportunities is needed. This is referred to
as the “missing middle”. From 2012-2016
the City of San Jose had only one rental
housing development of less than 30 units
permitted, indicating that much of the
community resistance to the development
of greater density, diversity, and affordability
in neighborhoods is the negative example
of large apartment buildings towering over
single family homes without any middle
range of building type to transition between
them. The results can be jarring.
The missing middle can serve as a transitional
zone between single family and apartment
housing types and in doing so enable
increased density and increase property
value in a manner that is more palatable to
surrounding home owners, while minimizing
t h e d i s r u p t i v e i m p a c t o f l a rg e r s c a l e
development on existing residents, such as
rising rents and exploding home prices.
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Missing middle housing was commonly
distributed through out the nation prior to
1940, and can be reintroduced today simply
by updating zoning regulations. Modern
zoning codes, often purchased “off the
shelf” by local governments after World
War II, usually neglected to include these
important middle scale housing types, and
during the nation’s most prolific expansion
period (1950-2000) the middle range of
housing “went missing”.

The AARP Livable Communities
Charrette focused on opportunities
for small developers to add housing,
retail, and parking to their properties,
in a manner that will enhance the
community by:

HOUSING AND BUSINESSES APPROPRIATE FOR THE 45’X 120’ LOTS THAT MAKE UP
THE 13TH STREET COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR.
The contrast between multifamily and single family is much less stark when a wider range
of housing is allowed in a community. The “missing middle” housing types, everything
shown above between single family home and apartment home provide diverse housing
options along a spectrum of affordability, including small cottages, duplexes, fourplexes,
and bungalow courts.
The following pages document small missing middle infill development concepts on
underutilized lots on 13th street that increase plarking, retail, and housing opportunities.

Chiaramontes Market with apartments
above is an excellent example of the
missing middle, mixed-use building type
that was once common in San Jose and
could be revived.

•

helping ensure the corridor is
occupied 24 hours a day/ seven
days a week;

•

adding housing of a type that is
typically more affordable;

•

providing opportunities for the
kind of live/work lifestyle that
is increasingly common and has
out grown the home office work
environment; and

•

honoring
the
traditions
character of the area.

and

INTERIOR 1-LOT VILLAGE
8 PARKING SPACES
735 S.F. COMMERCIAL
2 RESIDENCES @ 1,200 S.F. EACH
1 COTTAGE RESIDENCES @1,000 S.F.

THE TWO BUILDINGS CAN BE
CONSTRUCTED INDEPENDENTLY,
ALLOWING FOR TWO PHASES.

POSITION ON BLOCK
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CORNER 2-LOT VILLAGE
14 PARKING SPACES
2,400 S.F. COMMERCIAL
2 RESIDENCES @ 550 S.F. EACH
2 RESIDENCES @ 650 S.F. EACH
OR
1 RESIDENCE @ 1,100 S.F.
1 RESIDENCE @ 1,300 S.F.
2

NO PHASING OPPORTUNITY. BOTH
LOTS MUST BE BUILT OUT ALL AT ONCE

1

POSITION ON BLOCK
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CORNER 2-LOT VILLAGE
9 PARKING SPACES
1,700 S.F. COMMERCIAL
3 COTTAGE RESIDENCES @ 900 S.F.
EACH
1 RESIDENCE @ 450 S.F.
1 RESIDENCE @ 800 S.F.
1 RESIDENCE @ 900

POSITION ON BLOCK

EACH LOT IS A COMPLETE MODULE.
CAN HAVE AS MANY AS 6 DEVELOPMENT
PHASES
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1

2
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THRU VILLAGE 4-LOT
17 PARKING SPACES
4 COTTAGE RESIDENCES @1,000 S.F.
3 COTTAGE RESIDENCES @960 S.F.
4 COTTAGE RESIDENCES @1,120 S.F.
1 COTTAGE RESIDENCES @640 S.F.

2

3

1

4

Adds a mid-block thru connection to the
very long (900 FT) 13th Street Blocks

4 PHASES: EACH LOT IS A COMPLETE
MODULE.

POSITION ON BLOCK
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CORNER 4-LOT VILLAGE
27 PARKING SPACES
3,200 S.F. COMMERCIAL
10 RESIDENCES @850 S.F.
2 RESIDENCES @700 S.F.
3 RESIDENCES @600 S.F.

POSITION ON BLOCK
4 PHASES: EACH LOT IS
A COMPLETE MODULE.
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1

2

3

4
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NORTH 13TH STREET BUILDING CODE DISCUSSION
In order to build small, mixed-use,
multifamily buildings for all ages, both the
International Construction Code (ICC) and
the accessibility requirements of the Fair
Housing Act (FHA) must be met. In order to
maximize livability and to make these units
age friendly, opportunities for providing
accessibility should be provided where
possible.
Accessibility would best be provided in
mixed-use buildings with 4 units or more
by having retail and one accessible unit
on the ground floor. The second and third
stories can either be accessible units served
by an elevator, or when the elevator is not
feasible, the units can be provided as nonaccessible types.
FHA can be most easily met by staying at or
below three attached units per building, the
threshold at which accessibility provisions
are not required. There can be more than
three units in the development, but no
more than three can be grouped in a single
structure. Detached cottages, duplexes,
and triplexes do not need to meet FHA
accessibility requirements, even if several
are in a single development.
FHA allows an unlimited amount of
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attached units with out meeting accessibility
requirements if the units are structurally
independent, more than one story, and
each has its own entrance (i.e. multi-story
townhomes). Single -story townhomes must
be accessible.
ICC can be most easily met by staying within
three stories and 4 units or less per story. This
enables affordable, TYPE V construction.
One-hour fire rating is required for units less
than five feet from a property line or from
another unit, and no openings are allowed
in the wall when separation distance is less
than 3 feet. Fire rating can be easily and
affordably met with Type X gypsum board
construction: UL 336 shaft wall assembly
for party walls, 5/8 Type X exterior gypsum
under siding for other rated exterior walls.
According to John Anderson and David Kim
of the Incremental Development Alliance,
the following are the thresholds that enable
a ff o rd a b l y - c o n s t r u c t e d , F H A a n d I C C
compliant three-story apartment and mixeduse buildings:
1. All ground floor units are accessible/
adaptable (minimum one unit).
2. TYPE V wood frame construction with fire
sprinklers.

NORTH 13TH STREET ZONING CODE DISCUSSION
3. When built with a single stair, upper
stories are limited to four units each. (more
than 4 units on a floor and two stairs will be
required separated by a rated corridor at
least 1/2 the diagonal of the building floor
plate in length –1/3 for buildings with fire
sprinklers.)
4. 2nd floor units are limited in size to 125’
max. exiting distance from the furthest point
inside the unit to the entry door.
5. 3rd floor units are limited in size to 125’
max. exiting distance from the furthest point
inside the unit to the entry door. (3rd floor
units can be two story units with internal
stairs as long as the max. exiting distance of
125’is observed).

We agree with the direction of the Mayor
and Council to “consider a General Plan
policy and zoning framework that could
allow mixed-use residential to be integrated
into Neighborhood Business Districts.
“13th Street Business District has a mixeduse commercial designation in the General
Plan and Commercial Pedestrian District
(20.40.010 - C. 2.) in the Zoning Plan.

because the FAR requirement combined with
commercial parking requirements would
amount to 125%+ of any given lot. The
FAR 0.5 requirement is only possible with
structured parking and that requires bigger
lots that are not available in this district.
The design team recommends reducing the
FAR requirement for commercial uses in
Commercial Pedestrian Districts.

The Zoning and General Plan designations
support pedestrian-oriented, mixed
residential/commercial development at a
scale compatible with surrounding residential
neighborhoods as is illustrated in the
village designs included in this document.
However, the General Plan states that
mixed-use development “should” maintain
a commercial use for a minimum of FAR 0.5.
This requirement is impossible to meet on
N. 13th Street and in most other locations

New mixed-use and residential development
in the district also requires a conditional
use permit and the process for obtaining
one can be onerous for developments as
small as these. It would greatly enable small
multifamily and mixed use projects if the
conditional permit requirement were waived
for mixed use projects involving less than 20
units.
Alternatively, the city might also consider:
(1) requiring only a Special Use Permit (SUP),

which involves a much less onerous process
and is the type of permit required for live/
work uses within the current zoning; or (2)
modifying the underlying zoning in the
General Plan from Mixed Use Commercial to
Mixed Use Neighborhood.
The Mixed Use Neighborhood designation
is more consistent with how the N. 13th
Street Business Corridor has historically
developed. Currently the corridor is home
to a wide variety of housing types, including
a mix of residential densities and forms single family homes, duplexes, triplexes,
and mixed use with residential above retail.
Again, following the direction of the Mayor
and Council, an initial approach might entail
temporarily waiving use permits altogether,
requiring a SUP rather than a CUP, or
rezoning a segment of the business corridor
as part of a pilot project.

More coverage of this topic can be
found on John Anderson’s blog at:
https://rjohnthebad.
com/2018/02/17/three-storyurbanism-no-problem/
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As shown in the images below, 56 on-street parking spaces can be added to N. 13th Street
between E. Hedding and E. Taylor by re-stripping the street for angled parking one side
and sharrows instead of bike lanes. This is the same configuration used on N. 6th Street in
Japantown.

Existing condition
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Proposed angle parking

great biking street

great biking street

good biking street

N. 13th street

good biking street

Residents and business owners alike raise parking along North 13th Street and the vicinity as
an issue. Small lots prevent significant amounts of off street parking, and long blocks reduce
side-street parking access. The much higher volume of faster moving through-traffic and
potential for collision with the suddenly opened doors of parked cars, make 13th Street a
less ideal biking street than any of the side streets running parallel to it.

great biking street

ADDING PARKING
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communities that need revitalization.

For more information on how to get
involved with AARP’s efforts to create
livable communities in the San Jose
area, please contact Fred Buzo at
fbuzo@aarp.org or (408) 707-7747. To
learn more about the charrette and how
you can get involved,

WHO’S ON

THE TEAM?

The following planners TEAM
will be lending
their expertise and experience to the charrette.
CHARRETTE
LEADERSHIP

SCOTT BALL, RA, CNU, PRINCIPAL, COMMONS PLANNING
Scott has been actively engaged in the promotion of the independent living and health of aging
community members and authored Livable Communities for Aging Populations: Urban Design for
Longevity, the Aging in Place Tool Kit and Lifelong Communities: A Regional Guide to Growth and
Longevity for the Atlanta Regional Commission. He also co-authored the Land-use and Public Health
Toolkit for the National Association of Local Boards of Health. Prior to his work with Commons, Scott
served as director of post-award assistance for Louisiana's $11 billion Road Home recovery program
and as Senior Project Manager with Duany Plater-Zyberk (DPZ), where he managed planning and
zoning code projects throughout the nation. Scott has served on several boards and advisory
committees including Association for Community Design, Atlanta Regional Heath Forum, Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation's Aging Atlanta Partnership, EPA's Building Healthy Communities for
Active Aging Initiative, NORC Coalition of Greater Atlanta, and the Georgia Fair Lending Coalition.
Scott received a BA from Bowdoin College and M. Arch. from Yale University.

PAUL CRABTREE, PRINCIPAL, CRABTREE GROUP, INC.
Paul Crabtree is a civil engineer who has focused his work on the integration of intelligent urban
infrastructure with New Urbanism and Smart Growth Planning. Paul is the founder and president
of Crabtree Group, Inc., a full-service civil engineering firm established in 1999 with offices in
California and Colorado. Paul has been a faculty instructor for the Form Based Codes Institute and is
a leader in the Congress for New Urbanism Rainwater Initiative, as well as an author and lecturer on
sustainable infrastructure, from water to transportation. Paul is a founding member of the Transect
Codes Council, the Project for Lean Urbanism, and a contributing author of Sustainable and Resilient
Cities (Wiley, 2011).

ELLEN DUNHAM-JONES, AIA, CHAIR OF THE BOARD, COMMONS PLANNING
Ellen Dunham-Jones teaches architecture at the Georgia Institute of
Technology and is an award-winning architect and a board member of
the Congress for the New Urbanism. She shows how design of where we
live impacts some of the most pressing issues of our times — reducing our
ecological footprint and energy consumption while improving our health
and communities and providing living options for all ages.
Ellen is widely recognized as a leader in finding solutions for
aging suburbs. She is the co-author of Retrofitting Suburbia: Urban
Design Solutions for Redesigning Suburbs. She and co-author June
Williamson share more than 50 case studies across North America of
"underperforming asphalt properties" that have been redesigned and
redeveloped into walkable, sustainable vital centers of community —
libraries, city halls, town centers, schools and more.

MATTHEW LAMBERT, PARTNER, DUANY PLATER-ZYBERK
Matt is an urban designer and planner on a broad range of project types,
from multicounty regional plans, to new community and redevelopment
plans and regulations, to affordable and modular housing design. He
has managed projects throughout the U.S. and with communities in the
Caribbean, Europe and the Middle East. He also leads DPZ's information
technology team. Lambert is active in the Congress for the New Urbanism
and he is a founder of the CNU Next-Gen. As a member of the Transect
Codes Council, he is contributing to the evolution of the Smart Code. He is
also active in civic affairs in South Florida.

JEFF RADER, FAICP, PRINCIPAL, COMMONS PLANNING
Jeff has a wide-ranging, 30-year career in community service. Currently
serving as Commissioner for District 2 of Dekalb County, Ga., Jeff is
experienced in the processes which build and manage common resources.
Before joining Commons, Jeff served as a planner with Jacobs Engineering,
consulting on large-scale projects across the country. Earlier, Jeff played
a critical leadership role in creating the Georgia Regional Transportation
Authority and served as its first Director of Planning. Jeff served as Executive
Director of the Regional Business Coalition, as a planner for Cobb and
Fayette Counties, as the Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce's Vice
President of Transportation Programs, and as the Policy Director for the
Greater Atlanta Homebuilders. As a member of the Metro Atlanta Quality
Growth Task Force, Jeff continues to advocate for smart growth and an
increased emphasis on affordable housing. As a director of the Mixed
Income Communities Initiative, he has been active in linking jobs to homes
for all, shortening commutes, and building stronger neighborhoods.

AARP CA PROJECT MANAGER
FRED BUZO, ASSOCIATE STATE DIRECTOR, SAN JOSE METRO TEAM, AARP CA
Fred has more than 25 years in public service, working closely with elected
officials and government and community service agencies to accomplish
significant goals. He was chief of staff to a San Jose councilmember and
previously served as a policy advisor for the Office of Mayor Sam Liccardo
in San Jose. In Mayor Liccardo's office, he researched, analyzed and
advised the mayor on policy issues, including transportation, parks and
open spaces, as well as senior services. During Mayor Liccardo's previous
tenure as councilmember, Fred served as his policy and legislative director.
Prior to entering public service, Fred represented parents in the Juvenile
Dependency Court of Santa Clara County.
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DESIGN TEAM

CALIFORNIA STATE SENATE

Scott Ball, Commons Planning

Heather Smith, Duany Plater-Zyberk

Ellen Dunham-Jones, Commons Planning

Matt Lambert, Duany Plater-Zyberk

Jeff Rader, Commons Planning

Paul Crabtree, Crabtree Group

CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY

Sam Stephen Raj, Commons Planning

Jason King, IBI Group

Chris Ritter, Ritter Design Studio

Gary Andrishak, IBI Group

Anna Caballero, District 30

Eric City
M Sargeant,
Group Department
Charla Gomez,
of San JoseIBIPlanning

Dylan Wassell, Duany Plater-Zyberk

STEERING COMMITTEE
Michael Brilliot, City of San Jose Planning Department

Erik Schoennauer, The Schoennauer Company

Lesley Xavier, City of San Jose Planning Department

Teresa Alvarado, San Francisco Bay Area Planning
and Urban Research Association (SPUR)

Jessie O’Malley-Solis, Valley Transportation Authority (VTA)
Oxo Slayer, Valley Transportation Authority (VTA)
Mathew Reed, Silicon Valley@Home
Josh Barousse, Silicon Valley@Home (formerly)
Angel Martinez, Office of Councilmember Raul Peralez
Tracey Gott, City of San Jose Department of Parks & Recreation
Danny Harris, Knight Foundation

Jaclyn Tidwell, San Francisco Bay Area Planning
and Urban Research Association (SPUR)
Frank Cancilla, Berryessa Business Association
Gordon Douglas, PhD., San Jose State University
Jose Posadas, North 13th Street Luna Park Business Association
Dr. Kerry Rohrmeier, CommUniverCity San Jose
Mike Flaugher, Berryessa Business Association

AARP CALIFORNIA TEAM
Joy Hepp, Associate State Director, Communications

Julie Bates, Associate State Director, Community

Anai Ibarra, Associate State Director, Communications

Mark Beach, Associate State Director, Communications

Nancy McPherson, California State Director
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Marybeth
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Michael Murray, Strategic Business Operations Director

Fred Buzo, Associate State Director, Community

Rafi Nazarians, Associate State Director, Community

Luis Campillo, Los Angeles Regional Manager

Bob Prath AARP Executive Council, Volunteer

Blanca Castro, Advocacy and Sacramento Regional Manager

LaKisha Thomas, Senior Operations Associate

Sophie Horiuchi-Forrester, San Jose Regional Manager

Ash Kalra, District 27

SAN JOSE MAYOR & CITY COUNCIL
Sam Liccardo, Mayor
Raul Peralez, Councilmember, District 3
Lan Diep, Councilmember, District 4

ORGANIZATIONS
Berryessa Business Association
N. 13th Street Business Association
13th Street Neighborhood Advisory Committee
SPUR
SV@Home

AARP NATIONAL TEAM

David Azevedo, Senior Program Specialist

Nancy Dunfee, Business Operations Analyst

Bob Wieckowski, District 10

McKenzie Vanko, Intern

Shea McCaslin, Associate State Director, Communications  

Rawle Andrews, Regional Vice President,
State and Community Engagement
Danielle Arigoni, Director, AARP Livable Communities
Stephanie Firestone, Senior Strategic Policy Advisor,
PRI-International Affairs
Lakeeshia Fox, Legislative Representative,
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PRI-PPI SVP Core Office
Rodney Harrell, Director, Livability Thought Leadership
Jana Lynott, Senior Strategic Policy Advisor, PRI-PPI SVP Core Office

LOCAL LEADERS
LOCAL LEADERS

IN THEIR OWN WORDS
...IN THEIR OWN WORDS
The Bay Area housing crisis affects residents across all income and age
spectrums, making it imperative that we accelerate the development of new
housing, particularly in locations that are near transit and appropriate for
high-density development. However, the City cannot solve this problem alone —
we must look to nonprofit and private-sector partners to provide talent,
professional skills and financial resources to help in the effort. AARP California's
Livable Communities Charrette demonstrates the kind of collaborative effort
needed to ensure that the City of San Jose meets its goal to build 25,000
homes in five years — a development pace yet to be seen in San Jose."
SAN JOSE MAYOR SAM LICCARDO
California’s working families are paying too
much for housing and not buying the essential
things that they need. It’s time to stop talking
about affordable housing challenges and start
making affordable housing a community priority.
That is why, in my former role as Secretary of
the California Business, Consumer Services
and Housing Agency, I asked AARP CA to help
move forward the vision of repurposing blighted
underutilized strip malls into affordable housing
units. I believe AARP’s commitment to advancing
solutions in livable communities combined with
the right community partnerships can help make
a positive difference. Congratulations to the
City of San Jose and the Valley Transportation
Authority for seizing the opportunity to
collaborate with AARP CA on this effort.”
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLYWOMAN
ANNA CABALLERO

As the Chair of the Aging and Long-Term Care Committee
for the State Assembly, it is important for me to be engaged
in tackling issues affecting the aging community, especially
housing affordability, which is one of the biggest issues
affecting San Jose. As our aging community becomes the
fastest growing population in California, it is important that
elected officials and organizations come together to ensure
we are able to provide an affordable and livable community
for older adults and people of all ages.”
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLYMEMBER ASH KALRA

I applaud AARP California for creating a forum for discussion to address livability in
Silicon Valley.
As state senator, I am committed to supporting our senior population and creating agefriendly communities. We need to ensure that people of all ages have access to the resources
they need to thrive in their communities.
Toward this end, I have successfully authored legislation and led a statewide effort to ease the
regulatory restrictions on accessory dwelling units to help increase the supply of affordable
housing. These units are an important part of the overall solution to our housing crisis
because they provide opportunities for people of all ages to remain in their communities.
I also authored SB 680, signed into law by Governor Brown, to provide more transit-oriented
developments and affordable housing near BART stations. These developments are designed
to connect public transit with housing, work, senior centers and other services, and retail outlets.
Again, I commend you on bringing together the community to develop collaborative
solutions for the Berryessa BART Urban Village and the North 13th Street Business Corridor.
I look forward to working with you on our mutual goals, and best wishes for a productive and
successful charrette.”
CALIFORNIA STATE SENATOR BOB WIECKOWSKI
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